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OVERVIEW

There are 2 main routes in the game for Wifey as of now. One more route is planned.

Currently, the two routes are Lee's Route and Katie's route. You will see Wifey's personality

consolidate similarly to these characters. Much like in real life, friends will pick up some habits

and traits from each other, and wear similar clothing. The changes that you will see in the

beginning are not permanent, and can be discarded. Think of someone going to high school and

going through "phases". Eventually, the changes will be permanent, and the route will be locked

in. This is where the affinity points come in. Some of these changes will be an inherent part of

Wifey's personality if her affinity has grown strong enough with some influencers. For her to be

locked into a route, she will have to hit a threshold of affinity points, and the player will be able to

confirm the route selection.



1. Influencer: Katie

a. Wifey will be pushed towards the world of wild parties and adrenaline rushes.

b. She will become more openly sexual and flirtatious.

c. She will get tattoos, hairstyle changes, clothing changes, and piercings.

2. Influencer: Lee

a. Wifey will become a more elegant and classy office girl.

b. She will wear glasses, office skirts, nylon stockings, and high heels.

c. She will develop her submissive side, and may engage in BDSM.

STATS

The player has 3 stats: Charisma, Physique, and Intelligence. There will be checkpoints in the

game for these stats. The main way to increase these stats is by choosing various dialogue

options during the game. Stat boosts will always be indicated by:

, then the corresponding stat.

AFFILIATION

When the main character starts working, he'll be able to choose which political affiliation his

company has. PDC will give him a stat boost, which will help with increasing Love Points with

other characters, as well as influencing others. Choosing USF will grant the "Snoop" ability. He

will be able to spy on others physically or with technology. Both options are valid for any style of

playthrough, but if you want the full NTR experience, USF is likely the better option.

WIFEY’S STORY

If you have chosen to side with the PDC at the beginning of the game, you’ll be missing out on all

Snoop scenes. However, all the other scenes will be easily accessible. If you have chosen USF,

you’ll have to try to balance your stats in order to see the other scenes. Your choices can be done

in different orders, but there are certain checkpoints where you need to have certain stats, it will

be shown in the dialogue. I’ll provide an easy way to get all the scenes if you are playing USF.



CHEATS

This is not recommended for the best experience.

Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following.

physique=99

intelligence=99

charisma=99

lovepointswi = x

wifeyinfluencepointsjamal = x

wifeyinfluencepointsdavis = x

Intro

If you don’t want to see jealousy content, disable it here.

If you want the PC to share Wifey, but not have her cheat on him, you must both enable NTR, and

sharing.

If you don’t want the PC to share Wifey, but want her to cheat on him, pick enable NTR, and

disable sharing.

Optional NTR mechanics: Influencers actively try to ruin your relationship with Wifey, and can

decrease her Love Points. Fight back to keep her! If NTR is disabled, they cannot influence Wifey

at all.

For the following choices, it will maximize an even distribution of stat points and increase

Wifey’s Love Points. If you don’t want to have high Love Points and want to access the

Bystander Route, do not choose any dialogue options with the lips icon.

- Pay for mei.

- (Doesn’t matter) Do for achievements

Game Start

- Activity list, go to work: select PDC or USF.



- Perceive detail

- Snoop for scene

- Skip week into Lee’s event.

- Pick Lee as an influencer if that’s what you prefer. If not, wait.

- Skip week into automatic event.

- Help Wifey out

- Emotional Approach

- Say nothing, or Outwit if you’re PDC

- Tell Wifey she is great

- Kiss Wifey

- Pick your influencer in the influencer menu

- Spend time with Wifey in activity menu

- Tell Wifey she needs to change jobs

The PC should be in a relationship with Wifey from this point.

- Skip week

- Use humour

- Snoop

- Spend time with Wifey

- (Doesn’t matter, dialogue is different)

- Ask Wifey on a date

- Explain

- Kiss Wifey

- (Doesn’t matter)

- Snoop

- Spend time with Wifey

- Don’t worry, I’ll take care of you

- Say something witty

- Skip week (Or you can try the other Influencer)

At week 8: the Influencer will determine a divergent branch

- Dance intensely

- Tough it out

- Snoop

- For Katie’s Branch, she’ll ask about drugs. Answer doesn’t matter

- Talk about sharing if you the PC to share and sharing is enabled

At week 10: there will be another divergent event. You can only see this event once on either

Katie’s route or Lee’s route.



- On Lee’s route, go for Intelligence

- On Katie’s route, go for Physique

- You can decide to confront your rivals if you have enough stats (PDC makes this possible)

- Make sure to Snoop for the Option NTR content after this event! Depending on the route,

you’ll get an extra layer of corruption that you can view in the status menu.

At week 11: There will be an automatic scene. You can lock in Wifey’s influencer here.

You can pick Jamal (Katie) or Mr. Davis (Lee) depending on how many affinity points you have.

Once you have, you’ll be introduced to traits.

Skip the week, then spend time with Wifey

- Here there are many different options. Pick “Ask Wifey to come home” to get a max love

point.

- Otherwise if NTR is on, you can experiment with “Tell her to stay.” Note: NTR traits are

only accessible through this option.

- Afterwards, if NTR is on and sharing is on, you can use Perceive Detail to get the

truth out of Wifey. Otherwise she will gain the “Secretive” trait, and lie to the PC in

the future.

Snoop Again After this scene for an additional optional NTR scene in both routes!

For the next bit, there’s a more complicated diverging path for each route.

Katie’s Route

At week 13-14: after the last event, just skip week or work until you can spend time with Wifey.

- First choice doesn’t matter, just for role play.

- Take I’ve been working out for physique bonus

- If you want Wifey to get the Budding Exhibitionist Trait, pick Go for a jog. Without the

Exhibitionist trait, you will not be able to access a scene in 0.20 between the PC and

Wifey.

- Alternatively, you can pick walk with Katie.

- If you have NTR on, there will be a scene here.

- Next, take Perceive detail

- Smoke or not, doesn’t matter. For role play.

- If NTR is on and sharing is on, and you want to share, talk to Jamal about sharing.



At week 15-16: after the last event, just skip week or work until you can spend time with Wifey.

- This event is fairly complex, but straight forward if NTR is off. I’ll explain NTR off first:

- If the PC is in a relationship with Wifey, NTR off:

- Take charismatic approach

- Next, to pass the check, Wifey needs to have the Exhibitionist trait

- Next use L word. This will give you a Max Love Point and +2 Love Points later.

- Next Intense strokes

- If the PC is not in relationship with Wifey, NTR off:

- Not much happens. Yup, that’s what friends are for.

- If the PC is in a relationship with Wifey, NTR On:

- The choices you have made so far will change the first scene. If you have Snoop,

use it for an extra NTR scene.

- If Wifey is experienced in something, she will be able to finish Jamal.

- If she is inexperienced, she’ll stop halfway. (Mostly dialogue difference)

- After this you can progress to the normal date (same as when NTR is off, see

earlier)

- If the PC is not in a relationship with Wifey, NTR On:

- Same Snoop scene, but no intimacy with Wifey afterwards.

Lee’s Route

At week 13-14: after the last event, just skip week or work until you can spend time with Wifey.

- First choice doesn’t matter, just for role play.

- Take “I’m situationally aware.”

For optional NTR:

- Snoop here. If you don’t want wifey to do something more intense with Mr. Davis, choose

Wifey seems uncomfortable.

- At the party, it doesn’t really matter who you talk to first, but you will get a chance to blast

Mr. Davis with the right stats if you talk to Wifey first.

- Wifey: Agree or disagree is for roleplay

- Outwit if you’re PDC

- You will then talk to Tanya, and pass two stat checks. These should be easy.

Katie’s Route



At week 15-16: after the last event, just skip week or work until you can spend time with Wifey.

- This event is fairly complex, but straight forward if NTR is off. I’ll explain NTR off first:

- If the PC is in a relationship with Wifey, NTR off:

- Take charismatic approach

- Next use L word. This will give you a Max Love Point and +2 Love Points later.

- Next Intense strokes

- If the PC is not in relationship with Wifey, NTR off:

- Not much happens. Yup, that’s what friends are for.

- If the PC is in a relationship with Wifey, NTR On:

- Mr. Davis will react to the choices you’ve made in the Snoop scene before Wifey

comes home. If you don’t want to see something intense, just pick “Wifey seems

uncomfortable”.

- If the PC is not in a relationship with Wifey, NTR On:

- Same Snoop scene, but no intimacy with Wifey afterwards.

After the last event, you can spend time with Wifey immediately.

- Snoop before for a scene at the gym with Wifey. You can also collect an updated Jamal picture!

First off, the PC will have to pick whether Jamal is going to be antagonistic or not through a stat

check. This is a fairly low check, and you should get it without issues.

If he passes the check (Jamal is nice):

- NTR off: PC will be able to have a special one on one time with Wifey and her costume!

- NTR on: PC will be able to share Wifey with Jamal, and limit what she does with him! This is a much

softer version of NTR (hotwifing)

If he fails the check (Jamal is antagonistic):

- NTR off: PC gets a chance to shut Jamal off through another check, but no intimacy scenes

- NTR on: PC can either Snoop on what Jamal and Wifey do after, or ask Jamal to if he can stay

(humiliation content, beware. Requires Friends with Benefits and NTR on)

For Wifey’s birthday: After the last event, you can spend time with Wifey immediately.

If NTR is turned off:



Jamal won’t even be present at the party.

- There will be a point where Wifey asks you to join her in the bathroom. Follow her for a

scene with her. You can decide not to go too, for a different route at the end of the party.

- If you decide to join her, you’ll have to pass a physical check for the best results. (PDC is

better here.)

- In the second half of the party, it’s better if you pick Dare, then Truth to get the High Libido

Trait. If you want an extra render of the PC rubbing Lisa’s foot, you can pick dare for the

second one instead of Truth.

- A scene with Katie and Lisa will unlock here in the “other scenes” gallery.

- If you want Wifey to gain the Sapphic Desires trait, pick “Wifey seems interested” for the

next option. This will unlock girl on girl action! This requires the Hedonist trait. Wifey

should have it if the PC successfully completed Wifey’s Christmas event.

- Next, you can stay the night for an extra scene. You should have all the requirements. If

you don’t have the Exhibitionist trait, search this guide on how to get it.

If NTR is on:

There will be another stat check for the PC to pick whether Jamal is going to be antagonistic or not

through a stat check. This is a fairly low check, and you should get it without issues.

If he passes the check (Jamal is nice):

- The PC can join Wifey in the bathroom. Jamal will also join up.

- Passing the physical check will give the best result. (PDC is better here.)

- If you decide to not join up with Wifey, you’ll get a different result at the end of the party.

- In the second half of the party, it’s better if you pick Dare, then Truth to get the High Libido

Trait. If you want an extra render of the PC rubbing Lisa’s foot, you can pick dare for the

second one instead of Truth.

- A scene with Katie and Lisa will unlock here in the “other scenes” gallery.

- If you want Wifey to gain the Sapphic Desires trait, pick “Wifey seems interested” for the

next option. This will unlock girl on girl action! This requires the Hedonist trait. Wifey

should have it if the PC successfully completed Wifey’s Christmas event.

- Next, you can stay the night for an extra scene. You should have all the requirements.

Jamal will be present in the scene. The PC can cancel the event at the last second if he

gets cold feet.



If he fails the check (Jamal is antagonistic):

- The PC can check on what Wifey is doing. (Hard NTR, PC will be seen)

- The PC can snoop if he is USF (Hard NTR, snoop)

- If you decide to not join up with Wifey, you’ll get a different result at the end of the party.

- In the second half of the party, it’s better if you pick Dare, then Truth to get the High Libido

Trait. If you want an extra render of the PC rubbing Lisa’s foot, you can pick dare for the

second one instead of Truth.

- A scene with Katie and Lisa will unlock here in the “other scenes” gallery.

- If you want Wifey to gain the Sapphic Desires trait, pick “Wifey seems interested” for the

next option. This will unlock girl on girl action! This requires the Hedonist trait. Wifey

should have it if the PC successfully completed Wifey’s Christmas event.

- Next, there are 2 choices that appear under different circumstances.

- PC gets kicked out, and Wifey spends the night with Jamal.

- This requires: wifey is not in a relationship with PC or if she is, she must

have noticed the PC snooping around.

- PC tries to stay, and spend the night mate guarding Wifey

- This requires: wifey is in a relationship with PC and that she must NOT

have noticed the PC snooping around. (In the photoshoot scene when

Jamal asks if you have a problem with Wifey staying you need to choose

go home (and then just snoop the strip show). Then snoop the bathroom

scene on the birthday party as well.)

- During the sleepover, if the PC says “I’m not comfortable with this,” Wifey

will not proceed to the scene.

Lee’s Route 0.27

For this event, when you’ve done all the previous events, the PC will say that it’s time to go to

work. Select activities-> work.

There is also an additional Snoop Scene (Hard NTR)! You can snoop before or after this event. Check

the work journal for the update!

Non NTR path:

Straight forward, some stat checks, and the PC will be able to have fun with Wifey at work!

You can try the different confront options, they lead to different dialogues. If you pick Mumble,

Tanya will be disappointed in the PC.



You will need the submissive trait for the intimacy scene. Search this walkthrough if you don’t

already have this trait unlocked.

Hard NTR: Pick antagonistic during the meeting. Mr. Davis will take a break with Wifey. Snoop if you

want to find them! If you don’t want the PC to get caught, leave before they finish. If he is not caught,

Wifey will continue to think she is doing things without his knowledge.

Soft NTR:Mr. Davis can't be antagonistic. Wifey must have 2 Davis influence points and have the

Submissive trait. The PC can start sharing her with Mr. Davis! You can let him watch during the final

scene, or let him participate.

Lee’s Route 0.28

This is the first part of the birthday event on Lee’s route. You can access it by spending time with

Wifey immediately.

If you are not in a relationship with Wifey, the PC will default into not seeing any content in this

update because he can not join the “Pledged” secret society.”

Non NTR:

Mr. Davis will not be present with NTR off.

The PC can choose to join the Pledged after hearing some info. If he does, you will get a scene at the

end. Physical check to get a different dialogue!

Soft NTR:

Mr. Davis will be present, but cannot be antagonistic.

The PC will be able to join the Pledged, and be able to share with Mr. Davis if Wifey has at least 2

influence points with Mr. Davis. You can allow him to participate in the ending scene. Physical check

to get a different dialogue and render result!

Hard NTR:

This is divided between if the PC has been caught by Wifey and Mr. Davis. There will be different

dialogue in each case.

If the PC decides to look around (“Snoop” not necessary), he will find what they are up to. In

non-hardcore mode, the PC can force Wifey to not join the Pledged.”

If you don’t want to get caught, leave before the ending scene.



Cheats: Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following to move to a scene. (Might cause bugs, use

to unlock specific scenes. Best used during an event.)

0.27

Non NTR scene:

jump wistory11lnonntrcont1

Soft ntr scene:

jump wistory11lntrnicecont1

Hard ntr scene:

jump wistory11lntrjerkcont2

Snoop Scene (NTR):

jump snoopwidavis52

0.28

Non NTR scene:

jump wifeystory12lnonntr2

Soft ntr scene:

jump wifeystory12lntshare2

Hard ntr scene:

jump wifeystory12lntrhard2

Lee’s Route 0.29 - 0.30

Continuation of the Birthday event and joining of the Pledged!

For non NTR: you can expect a BDSM version of Truth or Dare with Wifey! (The last part of the

initiation ritual.) You can also get the Sapphic Desires trait for Wifey, which comes with some extra

scenes!



- Select Wifey talks about her interest in women requires 3 influence with Lee.

Soft NTR: Same as non NTR, with the option of inviting Mr. Davis.

- Ask Wifey how she feels about Mr. Davis if your love points are higher than his

- If you select this and it’s less, she will have a different dialogue

- Select Wifey talks about her interest in women requires 3 influence with Lee. (Sapphic

Desires trait)

- Let Mr. Davis go all the way, if you want. Requires 2 Mr. Davis affinity.

- After this you can allow wifey to go to Mr. Davis’s house alone. This is still considered

sharing because she keeps in contact with texting, but skip this if it makes you nervous.

- If the PC decides to go through with it, Wifey will become open to talking about other men in

an intimate way at the end of the evening.

Hard NTR: There are 3 different scenes in 0.29-030

Scene 1:

- Choose “Stay here” when asked if PC wants to look for Wifey

- Then choose “Leave”. The PC can then snoop on Wifey.

- Here the dialogue will be different depending on your love points vs influence points.

- Select Wifey talks about her interest in women requires 3 influence with Lee. (Sapphic

Desires trait)

Scene 2 and 3:

- Choose “Stay here” when asked if PC wants to look for Wifey

- Then choose “Wait some more”.

- Depending on if Wifey is aware of the PC snooping around, 2 things can happen.

- If Wifey thinks PC doesn’t know, she will go to Mr. Davis’s house. Snoop to find

evidence. (Scene 2)

- If Wifey is aware, Mr. Davis will come over. There will then be a confrontation choice:

- If you choose “Tell Mr. Davis he is not welcome,” the event will end.

- If you choose Mumble weakly, Mr. Davis will be quite bold. (Scene 3)

Cheats: Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following to move to a scene. (Might cause bugs, use

to unlock specific scenes. Best used during an event.)

0.29



Non NTR scene:

jump wifeystory12lnonntr3

Soft ntr scene:

jump wifeystory12lntrshare3

Hard ntr scene:

jump wifeystory12lntrleft

0.30

Soft ntr scene:

jump wifeystory12lntrstaytext

Hard ntr scene:

jump wistory12lntrroomsneaked

jump wistory12lntrphonehacked

Don't forget the portrait code: summerfun

Katie’s Route 0.31-0.32

Continuation of Bahama’s trip on Katie’s path. This will happen automatically after the Wifey’s

birthday party on Katie’s path.

Don't forget the portrait code: leashed

Non NTR:

The PC will take wifey on a romantic trip to the Bahamas. The first event is the Wet T-shirt
contest. Beware, if you don’t like showing off Wifey in public, this segment should be skipped.

- After arriving there, the PC can decide to have Wifey enter a wet T-shirt contest if
Wifey’s Love Points are above 6. During the contest, Brianne will show up and
compete against Wifey. If you want Wifey to win, you’ll need the Budding Exhibitionist
trait and 2 of Katie’s Affinity points for an extra spicy render.

- After the contest you’ll be able to go on a boat excursion. If Wifey loses the contest,
Brianne will give it to her anyways.

- There is a 14 physique check at the end of the excursion.



The next event will take place after the wet T-shirt contest automatically. Wifey will show up
with a surprise in the hotel room.

- The PC can try to be intimate with 7 charisma, 7 intelligence and 6 Love Points.
- There is a 14 physique check at the end of the excursion.

Cheats: Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following to move to a scene. (Might cause bugs, use

to unlock specific scenes. Best used during an event.)

Non NTR scene:

jump wifeystory13kboatnonntr

jump wifeystory13knontr2

Soft NTR:

The PC will take wifey on a romantic trip to the Bahamas with Jamal present. The first event
is the Wet T-shirt contest.

- After arriving there, the PC can decide to have Wifey enter a wet T-shirt contest if
Wifey’s Love Points are above 6. During the contest, Brianne will show up and
compete against Wifey. If you want Wifey to win, you’ll need the Budding Exhibitionist
trait and 2 of Katie’s Affinity points for an extra spicy render.

- After the contest you’ll be able to go on a boat excursion. If Wifey loses the contest,
Brianne will give it to her anyways.

- With 2 points in Jamal’s affinity, the PC can ask him to join on the boat event.
- There is a 14 physique check during the event. Some dialogue will be different here

depending on Wifey’s Love Points vs Jamal’s Affinity points. If the PC fails this
check, Wifey has the High Libido trait, and Wifey’s Love Points are below 7, an extra
segment will trigger. This segment can be considered Soft-Hard NTR.

The next event will take place after the wet T-shirt contest automatically. Wifey will show up
with a surprise in the hotel room. There will be 4 options here:

- Share Wifey with Jamal will need 6 Love Points and 2 Affinity with Jamal
- Wifey will be intimate with the PC first, then be with Jamal.
- Some dialogue will be different here depending on Wifey’s Love Points vs

Jamal’s Affinity points.
- Let Wifey decide what to do



- Wifey will decided what to do based on Wifey’s Love Points vs Jamal’s
Affinity points.

- Have some alone time
- The PC will kick Jamal out, and be intimate with Wifey

- Skip event
- Skips all together, lose a Love Point

- There is a 14 physique check with the PC Wifey intimacy.

Cheats: Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following to move to a scene. (Might cause bugs, use

to unlock specific scenes. Best used during an event.)

Soft NTR scene:

jump wifeystory13kboatshare

jump wifeystory13kntrshare2

Hard NTR:

The PC will follow Jamal and Wifey to the Bahamas. He will rent a room in the same hotel
and spy on them. USF is recommended here, or else you will miss all Snoop scenes.

After arriving, if the PC is with USF, he can snoop on Wifey’s room.

- The PC can choose to call Wifey, or not. If he calls her, he will try to break Jamal and
Wifey up.

- The dialogue will be dependent on Wifey’s Love Points vs Jamal’s Affinity points.
- If Wifey has the Secretive trait, there will be an extra segment.

Next is the Wet Shirt Contest

- The PC can decide to have Wifey enter a wet T-shirt contest if Jamal’s Affinity is
above 2. During the contest, Brianne will show up and compete against Wifey. If you
want Wifey to win, you’ll need the Budding Exhibitionist trait and 2 of Katie’s Affinity
points for an extra spicy render.

- After the contest the PC will be able to Snoop on the boat excursion if he is with USF.
If Wifey loses the contest, Brianne will give it to her anyways.

- In this next segment the dialogue will be very different depending on if Wifey is aware
that PC knows about her and Jamal, Wifey’s Love Points vs Jamal’s Affinity points,
and her relationship status with the PC. Change these on different playthroughs to
see all variants!



The next event will take place after the wet T-shirt contest automatically. The PC will wake up
at night. If he is with USF, he can check his Spyware.

- This will require Friends with Benefits, 6 Jamal Affinity, and the Drug Haze trait. The
Drug Haze trait was obtained during the Christmas Snoop event, when Wifey worked
for Jamal and took Molly to impress his investors.

- In this next segment the dialogue will be very different depending on if Wifey is aware
that PC knows about her and Jamal, Wifey’s Love Points vs Jamal’s Affinity points,
and her relationship status with the PC. Change these on different playthroughs to
see all variants!

Cheats: Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following to move to a scene. (Might cause bugs, use

to unlock specific scenes. Best used during an event.)

Hard NTR scene:

jump wistory13kntr6

jump wifeystory13kboatsnoop

jump wistory13kp2ntr1

Katie’s Route 0.33-0.34

Don't forget the portrait code: notfriends

Bahamas trip ending:

Non NTR:

- The PC will take Wifey to the beach for the next event. If Wifey has the “Budding

Exhibitionist” trait, you will be able to upgrade it into “Aroused Exhibitionist”.

- Pass the physique check of 13 for a variant scene.

After the trip, Jamal will show up at the PC’s apartment.

- Threaten: Jamal will lose 1 affinity

- Fight (Only if you scored perfectly in physique gain and you’re PDC): Jamal will

lose 1 affinity, PC will lose 1 love point.

- Wince: Jamal will lose 2 affinity

You can Spend time with Wifey again for another event



- Take “Contract Muscles” for they physique point.

Cheats: Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following to move to a scene. (Might cause bugs, use

to unlock specific scenes. Best used during an event.)

Non NTR scene:

jump wistory13kp3share7

jump wistory14kntr15

Soft NTR:

- Here the PC can decide to be nice or anger Jamal. If the PC decides to say

something negative about Jamal and have been treating Jamal poorly in the past,

Jamal will confront the PC at the end of the event.

- The PC can pick if Jamal will be Wifey’s boyfriend, friends with benefits or break

them up.

- If Wifey has the “Budding Exhibitionist” trait, you will be able to upgrade it into

“Aroused Exhibitionist”.

- The PC can decide if Jamal joins in with 2 Jamal’s affinity as a requirement.

After the trip, Jamal will show up at the PC’s apartment if the PC has not been treating him well.

This will change the PC into the hard NTR path.

- Threaten: Jamal will lose 1 affinity

- Fight (Only if you scored perfectly in physique gain and you’re PDC): Jamal will

lose 1 affinity, PC will lose 1 love point.

- Wince: Jamal will lose 2 affinity

You can Spend time with Wifey again for another event

- Take “Contract Muscles” for they physique point.

Cheats: Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following to move to a scene. (Might cause bugs, use

to unlock specific scenes. Best used during an event.)

Non NTR scene:

jump wistory13kp3share6

jump wistory14kshare1

Hard NTR:



- The PC can pick if Jamal will be Wifey’s boyfriend (High requirements), friends with

benefits or break them up.

- If Wifey has the “Budding Exhibitionist” trait, you will be able to upgrade it into

“Aroused Exhibitionist”.

After the trip, Jamal will show up at the PC’s apartment and confront the PC. If Wifey is aware

that the PC knows about her and Jamal, dialogue will be different.

- The PC can decide to end things with Wifey, or stay in a relationship if he already

is in one

- Threaten: Jamal will lose 1 affinity

- Fight (Only if you scored perfectly in physique gain and you’re PDC): Jamal will

lose 1 affinity, PC will lose 2 love points.

- Wince: Jamal will lose 2 affinity

You can Spend time with Wifey again for another event

- Snoop for an extra scene

- Take “Contract Muscles” for they physique point.

Cheats: Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following to move to a scene. (Might cause bugs, use

to unlock specific scenes. Best used during an event.)

Hard NTR scene:

jump wistory13kp3ntr8

jump wistory14kntr1

Lee’s Route 0.35-0.36

Don't forget the portrait code: meow

Start by spending time with Wifey.

Non NTR:Mr. Davis is not present. PC takes Wifey on a date at a bar.

- Try to hold her hand: changes some renders

- If they have joined the Pledged, he will be able to give her a nickname (customizable).

- Go for a walk for a scene



- Physique check 13 for another render in end scene.

Next, the PC will surprise Wifey at work, and take her to a bar.

- Pick “Keep it in” for some fun!”

- Pick “Seduce Wifey”: 10 charisma, 6 Love points, for scene and a Love Point gain.

- You get a short foot scene if that’s your thing, if not, you can skip.

Soft NTR:Mr. Davis can join the date.

- Try to hold her hand: changes some renders

- If they have joined the Pledged, he will be able to give her a nickname (customizable).

- Go for a walk with Mr. Davis for a sharing scene

- Physique check 13 for another render in end scene.

Next, the PC will surprise Wifey at work, and take her to a bar.

- Pick “Sure” for sharing content. Requires 2 Davis influence, 9 intelligence, 9 charisma

- Pick “Keep it in” for some fun!”

- Pick “Seduce Wifey”: 10 charisma, 6 Love points, for scene and a Love Point gain.

Hard NTR path:Wifey will explore her role as a Protected, and the PC will watch helplessly.

- Snoop for getting ready scene.

- Text wifey to break them up (Does not break them up, extra renders)

- Mr. Davis will give Wifey a nickname (customizable). If Wifey is aware that PC knows about

them, this route will have a different outcome.

Next, the PC will surprise Wifey at work, and take her to a bar.

- Pick “There seems to be suspicious files” for hard NTR content. Requires 7 Davis influence

- Seduce Wifey (Need to beat Davis influence points and have 10 charisma) This will bring

Davis influence down and increase Love points.

Cheats: Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following to move to a scene. (Might cause bugs, use

to unlock specific scenes. Best used during an event.)

Non NTR scene:

jump wistory13lntr10a

jump wistory14lntr22

Soft ntr scene:



jump wistory13lshare11

jump wistory14lshare2

Hard ntr scene:

jump wistory13lntr9

jump wistory14lntr2a

Lee’s Route 0.37-0.38

In this update, Wifey and the PC will host a Halloween party!

Non NTR:

- Mr. Davis shows up, but the PC can easily tells him off. Wifey will do something special for

the PC afterwards to calm him down.

- As the party goes on, there will be an option to compliment Tanya. If your Love Points are at

6 or below, this is not recommended, as you will lose Love Points. Otherwise, you can

proceed with an extra render, and more potential with Tanya later.

- At the end, the PC can seduce Wifey for a bathroom scene. (Requires Lovepoints, intelligence

and charisma.)

- Final physical check in end scene for a bonus render.

Soft NTR:

- Mr. Davis shows up looking stressed. The PC can decide to be a good friend, and ask Wifey

to help him out.

- As the party goes on, there will be an option to compliment Tanya. If your Love Points are at

6 or below, this is not recommended, as you will lose Love Points. Otherwise, you can

proceed with an extra render, and more potential with Tanya later.

- At the end, the PC can seduce Wifey for a bathroom scene. (Requires Lovepoints, intelligence

and charisma.) With 2 Davis influence points, the PC can leave the door ajar, and Mr. Davis

will join in for the finale.

- Final physical check in end scene for a bonus render.

Hard NTR:



- Requires Snoop. Mr. Davis shows up and causes some problems. The PC can anger him by

choosing “Say something inflammatory”. Requires 6 influence points. This will cause Wifey

to bring him somewhere quiet to calm him down.

- For the second scene, select “...” when Wifey tells the PC that she left with Mr. Davis. (No

requirement) She will stay over at Mr. Davis’s house, and the dialogue will vary based on the

way the game was played.

Cheats: Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following to move to a scene. (Might cause bugs, use

to unlock specific scenes. Best used during an event.)

Non NTR scene:

jump hal2lnon12

jump hal2lshare25

Soft ntr scene:

jump hal2lshare11a

jump hal2lshare24

Hard ntr scene:

jump hal2lntr11

jump hal2lntr20

Katie’s Route 0.38-0.40

Continued Katie/Jamal's route. In this update, Wifey has stumbled into a predicament working for

Jamal. There seems to be a gang war, and she might be in danger! Based on the PC's choices,

different things will happen.

Non NTR:

- The PC will be able to visit Wifey at work twice in these updates.

- For the first scene to trigger, you’ll need the Budding Exhibtionist Trait, and 7 Lovepoints.

- After that, if you have the upgraded Exhibtionist trait, you’ll have an extra scene with Rashon

as a spectator.



- In the second visit, if the PC has enough stats (Should be an easy stat check), he can have

some fun with Wifey in the backroom of the club. Wifey will have a gift for the PC!

Soft NTR:

- The PC will be able to visit Wifey at work twice in these updates.

- For the first scene to trigger, you’ll need the Budding Exhibtionist Trait

- After that, if you have the upgraded Exhibtionist trait, you’ll have an extra scene with Rashon

as a spectator. Having the hybristophilia trait here will modify the dialogue.

- In the second visit, if the PC has enough rival points (Should be an easy stat check), he can

invite Wifey to have fun with Rashon. If you want the Snowbunny Initiate trait, you’ll need to

let Rashon have fun with Wifey, and have the High libido trait.

Hard NTR:

- The PC will be able to visit Wifey at work twice in these updates.

- For the first scene to trigger, you’ll need the Budding Exhibtionist Trait

- After that, if you have the upgraded Exhibtionist trait, you’ll have an extra scene with Rashon

as a spectator. Having the hybristophilia trait here will modify the dialogue.

- If Wifey is hiding everything from the PC, the PC will be able to snoop on them.

- In the second visit, the PC can avoid Wifey getting the Snowbunny initiate trait by asking

Wifey to stop dancing for Rashon, but the PC will lose Love points. This only applies if Wifey

is openly cheating in front of the PC. Otherwise the PC can snoop to continue the scene.

- If he says nothing, and Wifey already has the High libido trait, she will obtain the Snowbunny

trait. Her dialogue will differ if she has this trait.

Cheats: Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following to move to a scene. (Might cause bugs, use

to unlock specific scenes. Best used during an event.)

Non NTR scene:

jump wistory15knon16

jump wistory16knon11

Soft ntr scene:

jump wistory15knon17

jump wistory16kntr16b



Hard ntr scene:

jump wistory15kntr16

jump wistory15kntr18

jump wistory16kntr15

jump wifeystory16ntrsnoop

Katie’s Route 0.40-0.42

Don't forget the portrait code: ecstaticfaces

In this update, there is a Christmas event. An automatic scene will begin after the last event.

Non NTR:

- The PC and wifey will recap things that have happened so far to Katie.

- After that, if you have the upgraded Exhibtionist trait and 6 Love Points, a scene will be

unlocked.

- After this, a stranger approaches Wifey when she goes out to get some air, but he seems to

have hostile intentions

- The PC can either Threaten (8 intelligence, 8 charisma) or Fight him (17 physique) for and

additional Max love point, and love points (2 for Fight option). If the PC chooses to leave,

there will be no scene (Xmas ruined!)

- After this event, another scene will occur automatically. If Wifey has the “Sapphic Desires”

trait, there will be an extra render with Katie and Wifey.

- The PC will automatically gain 2 physique if he reaches this point.

Soft NTR:

- The PC and wifey will recap things that have happened so far to Katie.

- After that, if you have the upgraded Exhibtionist trait and 6 Love Points, a scene will be

unlocked. The PC can also share with Jamal (2 influence points).

- After this, a stranger approaches Wifey when she goes out to get some air, but he seems to

have hostile intentions

- The PC can either Threaten (8 intelligence, 8 charisma) or Fight him (17 physique) for and

additional Max love point, and love points (2 for Fight option). If the PC chooses to hesitate,

Jamal will come to the rescue.



- After this event, another scene will occur automatically. The PC can share with Jamal (2

influence points). If the PC decides to tell Jamal to leave, he will decrease his relationship

with him. This option will lead to a variation in this scene. If he is alone with the girls, and

Wifey has the “Sapphic Desires” trait, there will be an extra render with Katie and Wifey.

- The PC will automatically gain 2 physique if he reaches this point.

Hard NTR:

- The PC and wifey will recap things that have happened so far to Katie.

- If Wifey thinks the PC does not know about her and Jamal:

- The player can Snoop into their conversation, then again after she goes out of for a

walk. These scenes are Snoop variants.

- If Wifey is open about her relations with Jamal: you can pick: Wifey seems odd (requires

Hedonist trait and 6 influence points) or Wifey seems turned on (requires Hybristophilia trait

and 6 influence points). This will have different dialogue effects.

- The PC can either Threaten (8 intelligence, 8 charisma) or Fight him (17 physique) for and

additional Max love point, and love points (2 for Fight option). This will lead to the PC gaining

favor with Wifey, and will lead to an intimate scene with Wifey and Katie.

- If he is alone with the girls, and Wifey has the “Sapphic Desires” trait, there will be an

extra render with Katie and Wifey.

- The PC will automatically gain 2 physique if he reaches this point.

- If the PC chooses to hesitate, Jamal will come to the rescue, and this will have a drastically

different outcome (Humiliation).

Cheats: Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following to move to a scene. (Might cause bugs, use

to unlock specific scenes. Best used during an event.)

Non NTR scene:

jump xmasknon14

jump xmaskp2non8

Soft ntr scene:

jump xmasknon15

jump xmaskp2non9



Hard ntr scene:

jump xmask11

jump xmaskp2ntr14

jump xmaskp2ntr11

Lee’s Route 0.43-0.44

In this update, Wifey will spend some quality time with the PC, but something unexpected happens

too!

Non NTR:

- Spend time with Wifey to start the first event

- You’ll get a choice between a Charisma or Intelligence boost. Pick whichever one is lowest.

- You can Perceive detail with 9 Intelligence, and this will give Wifey the High Libido trait!

- You can also ask her to post a sexy pic on social media if you want.

- For the next event, Wifey seems to be in distress. You’ll go to a meeting with the pledged.

- In the meeting you can choose to either join up with the Pledged or not. If you do, you’ll need

to help them.

- If the PC joined the Pledged, you’ll get a scene if you have 9 charisma and 7 Love points.

Soft NTR:

- Spend time with Wifey to start the first event

- You’ll get a choice between a Charisma or Intelligence boost. Pick whichever one is lowest.

- You can Perceive detail with 9 Intelligence, and this will give Wifey the High Libido trait!

- You can also ask her to post a sexy pic on social media if you want.

- You can share the pic with Mr. Davis (2 affinity points)

- If you shared the pictures, there will be an extra scene at the end.

- For the next event, Wifey seems to be in distress. You’ll go to a meeting with the pledged.

- In the meeting you can choose to either join up with the Pledged or not. If you do, you’ll need

to help them.



- If the PC joined the Pledged, you’ll get a scene if you have 9 charisma and 7 Love points.

- In this scene, Lee and Tanya will be intimate with the PC will Mr. Davis will do the same with

Wifey. This scene is skippable, but the PC cannot prevent Mr. Davis from being intimate if

accepted.

- If Mr. Davis has more influence points, dialogue will differ.

Hard NTR:

- Make sure to Snoop before spending time with Wifey.

- You’ll get a choice between a Charisma or Intelligence boost. Pick whichever one is lowest.

- You can Perceive detail with 9 Intelligence, and this will give Wifey the High Libido trait!

- You can also ask her to post a sexy pic on social media if you want.

- If Mr. Davis has more influence points, Wifey will act differently in this scene. If she is open

about cheating, there will be another extra scene at the end.

- If the PC has more lovepoints, a non NTR scene will ensue.

- For the next event, Wifey seems to be in distress. The PC will not be allowed to go to the

meeting.

- The only way to access the content is by picking USF (Snoop), you’ll get a pop up after Wifey

leaves for the meeting.

- You’ll get 3 choices: the first requires the Tolerant trait, and will also upgrade it to the

Permissive trait. The second requires the submissive trait. The third choice will skip the

event. Choosing the first or second choices will give two different versions of the event.

Cheats: Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following to move to a scene. (Might cause bugs, use

to unlock specific scenes. Best used during an event.)

Non NTR scene:

jump wistory15l10

jump wistory16lnon15

Soft ntr scene:

jump wistory15l13

jump wistory16lshare15



Hard ntr scene:

jump swidavis61 (snoop)

jump wistory15l12

jump wistory16lntr13

Katie’s Route 0.45-0.46

This is a Valentine’s update for Katie/Jamal’s route!

In this Valentine's update, the PC will be able to take Wifey on a romantic date for Valentine's day!

Non NTR:

- You’ll get a choice boost Love points during the date. Use whatever stat meets the

requirement.

- If Love Points are high enough, Wifey will talk about her relationship with the PC

- Next, if Wifey has 2 Katie affinity and 9 Love points, the PC will be able to invite Katie

(Threesome scene). If not, spending time alone with Wifey is always an option.

- If Wifey has the Sapphic Desires trait, there will be an extra scene.

- Pull out when asked, requires 15 physique. The PC will lose Love Points if he’s not able to

resist. (Check the renders and rollback if you want) If the PC doesn’t pull out, the next scene

will be missed.

Soft NTR:

- You’ll get a choice boost Love points during the date. Use whatever stat meets the

requirement.

- If Love Points are high enough, Wifey will talk about her relationship with the PC

- Next, if Wifey has 2 Katie affinity and 9 Love points, the PC will be able to invite Katie

(Threesome scene). If not, spending time alone with Wifey is always an option.

- If Wifey has the Sapphic Desires trait, there will be an extra scene.

- Pull out when asked, requires 15 physique. The PC will lose 1 Love Point if he’s not able to

resist.

- When Jamal shows, you can chose either Katie or Wifey to be with him. If you picked Katie,

there will be a more romantic ending. If you picked Wifey, she will pass a check between the



PC and Jamal’s influence points. If Jamal’s is higher, there will be another scene. (Here the

PC has an extra option to do something at the end of the scene. You can probably guess

what it is.)

Hard NTR:

- You’ll get a choice boost Love points during the date. Use whatever stat meets the

requirement.

- If Love Points are high enough, Wifey will talk about her relationship with the PC

- The PC can ask Wifey to stay if his Love Points are higher than Jamal’s. This will jump into a

romance scene.

- If not, there will be a Snoop scene.

Cheats: Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following to move to a scene. (Might cause bugs, use

to unlock specific scenes. Best used during an event.)

Non NTR scene:

jump val2knon21

jump val2knon12 (Only with wifey)

Soft NTR scene:

jump val2knon22

Hard ntr scene: (snoop), check variants!

jump val2kntr6

Lee’s Route 0.47-0.48

In 0.48 many changes were made to the game, but the story was not progressed. See the

changelog for details.

Non NTR:

- The PC will chat about the Band with Lee and Wifey at the beginning. With a stat check of 8

charisma and 7 Love points, the PC can ask Wifey for some action.

Soft NTR:



- The PC will chat about the Band with Lee and Wifey at the beginning. With a stat check of 8

charisma and 7 Love points, the PC can ask Wifey for some action.

- The PC can ask Mr. Davis to join

- There will be a stat check for PC’s Love Points vs Mr. Davis’s Affinity. The scene will vary

based on this check.

Hard NTR:

- The PC can snoop before this event and during. Depending on your choices, things will differ

a lot here. Try different combinations. If Wifey’s love points is high enough vs Mr. Davis, and

she is not secretive (trait), the PC can push her towards a non NTR scene.

- The PC can ask Mr. Davis to join

Cheats: Press shift+o, then type or paste in the following to move to a scene. (Might cause bugs, use

to unlock specific scenes. Best used during an event.)

Non NTR scene:

jump wistory17lnon10

Soft NTR scene:

jump wistory17lnon11

Hard ntr scene: (snoop), check variants!

jump wifeystory17lntr4


